
 

 

Barbara Hills 

The Flower Suite.  

Come visit the flowers. 

Imagine if you will, a world made entirely out of flowers. The vivid 

colors. The green blandishments. The earthy smells. But more 

importantly, the emotional connections. Composer and multi-

instrumentalist Barbara Hills has a way of latching onto a theme and 

creating some of the most picturesque soundscapes. On her latest 

venture she gets inspired by the garden and cultivates twelve tunes of 

ambient/contemporary and New Age music that grow before your very 

ears. The seeds have already grown and what she has to offer are the 

fruits of her labor in colorful and wistful arrangements (pun intended).  

Love in the Mist opens the album. The actual flower, a beautiful China blue, is the sky. We can 

hear the day beginning. The sun comes over the hills and the day warms into a magical 

experience. Next we are encouraged to walk and enter Through Iris Halls. The garden galleries 

are majestic, with their distinctive lavender purple and green accoutrements. A beatific chorus 

and sparkling piano welcomes us into the cathedral of sound. Do we bow? Do we genuflect in 

this beautiful place? Let’s find out. 

The First Snowdrop sounds like a spring ritual. When cold, harsh winter lets go of the land and 

allows spring to appear, it starts with the first snowdrop. One dainty white flower on a spindly 

green stem, but an omen of regrowth, renewing upon the land. Barbara’s rendition, with a lyrical 

vocal sounds like a secret ritual of wood nymphs celebrating the return of spring.  

The sky is a bit gray, but, the day is warm. When Cherry Blossoms Fall is a delightful walk in 

the grove where pink cheery blossoms fall like rain. It is a charming spring harbinger with music 

that has a touch of the orient. Like the petals that drift down, Barbara’s music cascades into your 

heart. Just listen to the rainfall. 

Somewhere between Renaissance and contemporary genres is the vivid tune called Sweet 

William. The song is imaginative and bright and oh so pleasing on the ears. This is my first 

introduction to Barbara’s newest album and I loved this song. It is so perky, just like the flowers. 

Sweet William are red, white, pink, and fuchsia little blossoms and the accordion, violin, and 

electric piano join together and form a colorful, bright melody.   

One of my favorites on The Flowers Suite is a track called Where Heather Grows. You can see 

purple in the lowlands, dotted here, clumped there, and you know it is the heather. The ling 

heather is friendly, stalwart, and gloriously pinkish-purple. A royal carpet for all to see. 

Barbara’s song has a wee bit of magic and mystery to it. The echoing voices, the soft flute, and 

the warm melody remind that if you see white heather, you might have a bit of good luck 



Hedgerow Walk is not unlike a parade. Angelic chorus, a big bass drum, a bit of fanfare here 

and there and a lot of other musical activity. Xylophones, synth washes, and an exuberant tempo 

come together for this upbeat tune. Every beat claims it’s a great day to be alive and we have 

over sixteen minutes of animated music to share. 

Rolling thunder is the intro for Canyon of the Black Tulips, the denouement of the Flowers 

Suite. This an ominous tune with dusky elements and serious undertones. Barbara’s composition 

changes into a quite lively excursion. I could imagine the stems of the tulips rising fifty feet high 

in the sky. The black tulips shading the earth making shadows on everything. It is brisk. It is 

stormy. It is dark. All of these origins coalesce into a tune of vibrant proportions.    

Who knew that flower petals and a little greenery could be transformed into a prodigious work 

that entertains and delights the mind. Barbara Hills, a resident of Wales, is a composer, teacher, 

and an artist. This multitalented musician originally wrote the Flowers Suite for a museum 

installation. I know after hearing this wonderfully enchanting collection of songs and tone poems 

that I would be first in line to see and hear it all. Great work. 


